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EDITORIAL

It is appropriate, in this the first issue of 1994, to wish all readers a prosperous and
rewardmg philatelic year. Traditionally a time for New Year resolutions, it is tempting to
select a number suitable for philatelic use. The need to sort material into stock books or
albums must be universally applicable. I know I will not achieve this. Whenever one makes
a serious start on this task it is usually only a matter of minutes before one finds that long
forgotten item that might just be that rare variety, be it the watermark or the rare
perforation. Worse, the cover with (perhaps) the earliest (last) known postmark date or the
postal marking that seems never to have been described. If you are lucky enough to do this
a short article to Capital Philately is in order. At this stage, even the most resolute diverge
to check the catalogues, pull out a periodical or browse through albums to see if it really is
a 'new' item. All of this is, of course, completely counter-productive. Instead of clearing up
and sorting out, we are distributing even more material than before. Should we worry? The
answer is 'no', this is the fun and excitement of the hobby.

Another resolution which non-philatelic partners and spouses might find particularly
attractive is not to talk philately unless solely in the company of fellow philatelists. A
variant of this, which could perhaps be followed at Society meetings, is to limit discussion
on those occasions to philately!

For Society members, years that are divisible by two have a special significance. It is the
biennial National Philatelic Convention. The more popular title for this year is the
Canberra Stamp Show 94. The small print reads the 8th National Philatelic Convention.
The Society can be justifiably proud of this unbroken sequence - no other society in
Australia can boast of such a continuous record.

Details and venues have changed over the last fourteen years, but the basic pattern has
remained the same. For philatelists the major attraction is the competitive displays, for
others the large gathering of dealers has the most appeal. There are opportunitIes for
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specialist groups to meet. Examples are NAPE (National Association of Philatelic
Exhibitors), the Cinderella Stamp Club of Australia and the Perfin Club. All of these
groups produce journals or newsletters that are circulated nationally but members can only
meet on rare occasions. The Show also offers the opportunity for the Society to show what
the hobby is all about to new collectors. Traditionally there are talks on a range of subjects
with show bags and a special auction for the juniors.

This year, as most readers will know, there is a change of venue. The sorting floor of the
GPO in Civic and adjoining rooms are not available. This does not represent a decline in
interest by Australia Post in supporting philately at the local level, it is more a problem of
diminishing space. This year's venue, at Dickson College, offers much greater space and
easy parking. It will be much easier to view the exhibits and we are able to increase the
number of tables for dealers. A measure of the success of the Canberra Shows is the
popularity with dealers. At many shows we have had to restrict tables to those who had
taken space at early events. Many book their tables two years in advance, several of the
dealers have been to every convention. There will be more dealers this year than at any
previous show.

The Canberra Stamp Show 94 includes the National Competitive Classes for 1994 for
British Commonwealth and Literature. This is because there is no major single venue
National Show in 1994. The national competitive classes are distributed throughout
Australia and held in conjunction with Regional (State) Shows. We are pleased to take up
this opportunity and of the record of Regional (and National) Shows that the Society has
orgarused since 1980.

A resolution that all members can make for 1994, and easily attain, is to help with the
Canberra Stamp Show 94. Make sure you come and bring a non-member with you!

AWARDSTO MEMBERS
Canberra-based members of the Society achieved the following awards for displays
exhibited at Bangkok 93 (at international level) and WAPEX 93 (national level).

BANGKOK 93; Oct.l-10, 1993.
E.C.Druce: Postal history of New South Wales to 1870. Large Gold and Special Prize.
J. Grant: Commercial perfins of Australia. Vermeil.
J. Grant & J.Mathews: Commercial perfins of Australia (literature class). Vermeil.
P.Barsdell: Sarawak to 1929. Large Silver.

The award of a Large Gold to Ed Druce is especially noteworthy as he is only the second
Australian exhibitor to achieve Large Gold standard.

WAPEX 93: Fremantle, 22-26 Sept. 1993.
H.Karman: Frank and Free. Gold and Postal History Prize.
J.Grant & J.Mathews: Commercial perfins of Australia. Gold and Literature Research Prize.
J.Grant: Commercial perjins of Australia. Large Vermeil and Prize for Social Philately.
AOrchard: Maritime mail Sydney to 1900. Large Vermeil.
C.Dalton: Australian air mail labels, 1920-49. Vermeil.
1.McMahon: Canada - Q.Victoria to K Edward VI. Vermeil.
Capital Philately. Silver.
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A DIFFERENT PERSPECTIVE ON 1931 ENGLAND TO AUSTRALIA AIR MAIL

Chris Dalton

Whilst doing some research on air mail topics in the Australian Archives in Canberra I was
asked whether I was interested in seeing some special flight covers held by the Archives.
Intrigued as to why the Archives would hold such material I replied in the affirmative.
What I was shown were three large envelopes (40 em x 27.5 em) apparently used to convey
high level communications from the English Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs to the
Commonwealth Government.

Two of the envelopes were carried on e~erimental direct England to Australia air mail
flights which were undertaken in 1931. A direct service between England and Australia was
not established until December 1934 when Imperial Airways (flying London - Singapore)
and Qantas (flying Singapore - Brisbane) combined to provide a regular service.

i,./ ' ./_: .. ~~.': .. ~'
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The .Prime ¥inister of t~~

Figure 1. First Imperial Airways experimental flight, left London 4 April 1931.

The first envelope (Figure 1), which is postmarked "London.F.S.Official Paid 2 AP 31", was
despatched on the first direct Imperial Airways experimental fli~ht which left London on 4
April. The schedule allowed a transit time of 15 days. Whilst flying over Timor on 19 April
the plane met strong head winds. The pilots, with the plane almost out of fuel, saw a grassy
field near Koepang and decided to land. Unfortunately, underneath the grass, the ground
was rock strewn, causing the plane to crash. The crew were uninjured and the mail was held
for safekeeping by the local post office. Kingsford Smith in the Southern Cross (operating
as Australian National Airways) left Sydney on 21 April and arrived at Koepang three days
later to collect the mail which was flown to Darwin the following day. Oantas, who held the
air mail contract for Darwin to Brisbane, flew the mail to Brisbane and Australian National
Airways flew the mail destined for southern Australia from Brisbane to Melbourne via
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Sydney on 29 April. The mail weighed 290 lbs - approximately 15,000 items. The envelope
is backstamped 29 April with a Sydney Air Mail circular date stamp. It is endorsed on the
front "Received in Canberra a.m. 30th April, 1931." and "Place with Trial Flight Papers
(initials)". The envelope is damaged which may have been as a result of the plane crash.

The second envelope (Figure 2) is postmarked London 16 April 1931. It is not
backstamped, but is endorsed "Received in Canberra simultaneously' with mail schedule of
23/4/31 which came by direct England - Australia air service (initials) 15.5.31". (The
reference to the mail schedule of 23 April is a reference to the third envelope which is
discussed below.) The second envelope is an illustration of the air mail arrangements which
subsisted from early 1929 until the commencement of regular direct services at the end of
1934. In March 1929 Imperial Airways commenced an air mail service from London to
Karachi. Mail was carried by steamer to Perth and if the relevant air mail surcharge had
been paid it was carried on the Perth to Adelaide air service. This service commenced in
June 1929 and speeded-up mails by several days. Whilst the envelope is only endorsed for
the Perth to Adelaide au service, its transit time indicates that it was carried on the
Karachi air service also. The envelope would have completed the remainder of its journey
from Adelaide by rail as the Adelaide - Cootamundra air mail service had ceased to
operate in June 1930.

On His Majesty's Service.
-c--.

AIR SERVICE

Via. SUEZ.
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The-Prime Minister of the

Figure 2. Airmail to Karachi, sea to Perth.

The final envelope (Figure 3) is postmarked 23 April 1931 and is from the second
experimental flight by Imperial Airways which left London on 25 April. Kingsford Smith
met the flight at Akyab on 6 May and arrived at Darwin on 11 May. Qantas flew the mail of
approximately 5,000 items from Darwin to Brisbane, while Australian National Airways
flew the mail from Brisbane to Melbourne and Sydney on 14 May. The envelope reached
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Canberra the following day. It is backstamped Sydney 14 May and has a notation of its
receipt on 15 May simultaneously with the second envelope describe above. It can be seen
that the direct service at.that time saved about a week.

Figure 3. Second Imperial Airways experimental flight, left London 25 April 1931.

The envelopes described in this article are clearly not your usual first flight covers! They
reveal an interesting facet of high level inter governmental communications and provide a
snap-shot of aerial communications between England and Australia in 1931.

References
Australian Archives, Canberra, Series No. CP4/1.
Crome, E., 1955.Qantas Aeriana 1920 - 1954, Francis J. Field, England
Eustis, N., 1990.Australian Air Mail Catalogue, 5th ed, Hobby Investments

CANBERRA STAMP SHOW 94
EIGHTH NATIONAL

PHILATELIC CONVENTION - MARCH 19-21
Dickson College, Antill Street, Dickson, ACT

* Exhibition - State & National Classes * Stamp Auction - March 20* Dealers - Interstate & Local * literature Auction - March 21* Philatelic Literature Sales * Junior Auction - March 21* Australia Post Sales * Dinner - March 19

Meetings of Special Interest Groups
Cinderellas Perfins Framas Postal Stationery Philatelic Exhibitors Postal History

SarawakiMalaya Group Publishers, Philatelic Literature
FREE PARKING AT VENUE
Contact: Fax (06) 251 1387,
Phone (06) 249 1042 (24 hrs)
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AN UNUSUAL AIRMAIL MARKING

Darryl Fuller

The cover illustrated is a 1928 Leeward Island KGV 1 1/2d brown stationery envelope (H
& G B8) sent airmail from St.Johns, Antigua to England. It is not a particularly scarce
enevelope (as Leeward staionery goes). I purchased it at auction because the descriptiopn
sounded interesting and I needed an example with different usage for my next competitive
entry.

When I received the cover I was intrigued by the two purple bars which partially cancel the
airmail etiquette. I had never seen this marking before and I thought that it was either
applied by the recipient, Lennards Ltd., or more likely was used to cancel the airmail
service. I thought the latter was the most likely explanation but I had no proof.

,~1!,
;',~\ r/! £. ••• ~.

A check of Leeward Islands by Robson Lowe (1990) revealed that there was a series of
articles on British West Indies airmail rates of the 1930s in the Bulletin of the West Indies
Study Circle in 1971. Luckily these articles by Bowman (1971) are still available from a
specialist auction house in England. From these articles it was clear that February 211931,
when the cover was posted, was still quite early for airmail from the West Indies. The first
airmail from Antigua was on 22 September 1929. The airmail rates were changing rapidly
and there is still no comprehensive listing. However, the airmail rate at this time to
England was 1/3 per half ounce plus the normal postage of 1 1/2d. The cover was clearly
underpaid for air transmission to England. Did this mean that the airmail was cancelled,
and if so where? Was it sent by normal mail? There are no backstamps to help answer
these questions.
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Just when I thought that I could not answer these questions, two articles appeared in
Gibbons Stamp Monthly. These were entitled Air Cancels, the Sequel to Jusqu'a Markings
by McQueen (1993). What is a Jusqu'a marking you are probably asking? I checked my
Collins French dictionary and it means - until, till, up to. These markings were applied to
an airmail cover to show that airmail transportation had been completed. There are a
range of such markings, rather than give a detailed description I refer the reader to the
excellent articles by McQueen and to the book published by the same author. The
markings range from boxed cancels, to single words (annullato), to crosses but most appear
as 1 to 4 lines or bars used to cancel the airmail inscription or etiquette.

This was obviously what the two lines on my cover were, but that meant that the cover must
have been sent airmail. A careful reading of the BWISC articles gave me that answer.
Letters could be sent via intermediate countries to their final destination and only pay the
airmail rate to that intermediate country. In this case, the 10 1/2d in extra postage paid the
airmail rate from Antiqua to the USA The rate had decreased from 1/3 per half ounce to
10 1/2d sometime in 1930, the exact date is unkown. This meant that my cover travelled by'
airmail to the USA and was then forwarded by normal mail to England. When the airmail
leg was completed the airmail label was cancelled.

My next question was, where was the marking applied? An article in the British Caribbean
Philatelic Study Group Journal (Cwiakala, 1977) on the British Caribbean FAM Routes
partially answered this. FAM is the abbreviation for Foreign Airmail Routes and relates to
the airmail routes flown largely by Pan American Airways. In this case, the cover flew along
FAM number 5, which included Antigua via a number of stops to Miami. It may then have
flown to New York. I am unsure as to whether it was put into the normal mail system in
Miami or New York, but I favour the latter because the Juasqu'a marking looks very
similar to one illustrated in the article by McQueen.

The cover is an excellent example of postal history meeting postal stationery. a fairly
common postal stationery item is often transformed into interesting postal history. In this
case a system not unlike the current Surface Airlifted (SAL) procedures was used back in
the 1930s. It just shows that a bit of research (and lucky timing in terms of the Gibbons
Stamp Monthly articles) can add a lot of interest to your collection.

References
Bowman, G. 1971. By airmail from the Leeward Islands. Bulletin British West Indies Study
Circle,Nos. 68-70.
Cwiakala, C.B. 1977. British Caribbean FAM routes. Journal British Caribbean Philatelic
Group. n.99.
McQueen, I. 1993. The sequel to jusqu'a markings. Gibbons Stamp Monthly, May and
August.
Robson Lowe 1990,Leeward Islands, Christie's Robson Lowe, London.
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MYSTERIOUS SYDNEYC.D.S.· APOLOGY, CORRECTION AND
DISCUSSION

Apology and Correction
First, a sincere editorial apology to Ken Humphreys for the unpardonable errors in his
article, 'Mysterious Sydney C.D.S.' which appeared in Capital Philately, vol. 12, no. 1, pp.
11-12. Although it does make amends, I feel I should explain how the errors occurred. For
articles submitted in manuscript the typing onto a word processor disc is undertaken by the
editor. Unfortunately his typing skills are limited and the original disc material is corrected,
often several times. For recent issues a proof of the article has been returned to the author
for a final check. In the case of the article by Ken Humphreys it was not returned and, still
worse, an earlier uncorrected version of the article was transferred to the final and full text
of vol. 12, n. 1. I will try and ensure that such an error does not occur again.

The article as printed contained a large number of typin~ errors. The corrections below,
are the more substantial and effect the substance of the article.

Auxiliary Military Registered Section I, should read, Auxiliary Military Forces Registered
Section I
Cover 6 in the table should have the Karlovy Vary date as 21.11.57.
Cover 8, the date of the AMF I SydneyIRSI CDS should be 19.11.58.
Under (a) the LRD should read 27.9.59
The last line of (g) should read: 'There is no stop between S and I'.

Discussion
Tony Orchard has drawn attention to p.32 of The Postal History of Sydney, vol. 3, by
R.Tobin and A.E.Orchard (1991). An example of the mysterious Sydney c.d.s. is illustrated,
as Figure 72. The accompanying text gives a further explanation of the origin of this c.d.s.
The appropriate paragraph is headed The Mortuary Platform, it states:

'Before being shunted onto their trains, the TPO mail vans were located at the old
Mortuary platform for loading. A special staff of sortersfrom the GPO sorted mail there
and made up despatches to various destinations. Registered mail received a special
datestamp at this point, reading ''A.MF. Sydney R. SI (Fig. 72). This stood for Auxiliary
Mail Forwarding Sydney Rail Siding. It was not used as a cancel but only as a transit
backstamp on outgoing mail'.

Separately, E.C.Druce submitted the following explanation to Capital Philately.
I read with interest the article Mysterious Sydney C.D.S. in Capital Philately vol 12 n. 1 of
November 1993. I am not sure if it is really mysterious or not but the lettering of the
handstamp merely stands for A(ir) M(ail) F(acility) Sydney R(egistration) S{section)
(handstamp) 1. Sincerely, (signed) Edric Druce.

Both Tony Orchard and Ed Druce were able to consult the original manuscript submitted
by Ken Humphreys.

The mystery still remains. Any further opinions or comments would be welcome. Again my
sincere apologies for the errors in the article as published.

Editor
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NEW SOUTH WALES REVENUES: PART 4
THE LONG REVENUES AFfER 1875AND THE TELEGRAPH STAMPS

Dingle Smith

The second issue ofNSW duty stamps, to 1875,was described inCapital Philately,
vol.ll,no.3 (p56-60). Stamp duties were suspended from 1 January 1875 until 1 July 1880
and no revenue stamps were issued. The study of the long revenues after that date is
complex and presents a challenge for ardent collectors. The complexity is due to:

· the introduction of new watermarks,
· changes in paper and colour,
· the use of a range of perforating machines.

Watermarks
In early 1894 the style of the NSW watermark on the long revenues was changed for the
first time. The first and second types are illustrated below. The differences are minor. The
second type is slightly shorter, the S has more regular curves and the angles of the N and W
are less sharp, The change of dandy roll only effected the letters NSW, the watermarks on
the sheet margins remained unchanged. The type 2 watermark is restricted to the long
revenues, this is because no postage stamps of similar size were ever issued.

A further change occurred in 1901when Crown over NSW watermark paper was used for a
short period. This is also illustrated below. This style of watermark was intended for use
with smaller size postage stamps and with the long revenues usually occurs twice on each
stamp. It has only been recorded on the 1/- and 1/6 values. A range of low values revenues,
6d to 5/-, were issued on unwatermarked paper, also in 1901.

Type 1 (left), Crown over NSW and Type 2 (right) watermarks.

The likely explanation for these changes is that paper with the second type of NSW
watermark was temporarily unavailable. There is no doubt that the second NSW style
paper was used for the printing of the long revenues after 1901. Indeed, it remained in use
with the replacement long revenues of King Edward VII until Crown over A paper was
introduced about 1914.

No printing records exist that record the dates of the changes of watermark and the dating
is based upon studies of the earliest known dates from official and unofficial datestamps
and from manuscript date cancellations.

Paper and colour
Part 3 of NSW Revenues, p.56 and 60, discusses the paper used for the pre-1875 stamps.
For most of that period blued paper, of varying hues, was used. The post-1880 issues, were,
with minor exceptions, all on white paper. The exceptions exhibit a much lighter blue tint
and may be due more to fugitive inks than to the original colour of the paper.

In January 1897 the second type of NSW watermark was on 'hotlressed' paper (see Basset
Hull et al, 1911, p.282) also described as glace. This provide an improved surface for
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printing and was used initially for the 9d and lOd postage stamps with a marked
Improvement in quality of reproduction. It appears that progressively this paper was used
for the duty stamps. In 1903 there was a further change to chalk-surfaced paper. These
variations in paper are difficult to distinguish on individual used stamps and the collector
despairing of sorting the long revenue stamps by paper can take comfort in the following
quotation from Fulcher (1921, p.26):

'...From 1903, as far as I can determine, the paper was chalk-surfaced, but as
I confess myself unable in many cases to distinguish the chalk-surfaced paper
from the 'glace' variety, I may be entirely wrong in assigning this date to the
chalk-surfaced varieties'.

The temporary unwatermarked paper of 1901 adds two additional paper types. These are
described as 'thick brownish paper showing web and a thinner smoother white paper'.

There are also variations in the colour of the printing for both key and head plates, the S.G.
Catalogue lists these for the 'postage' overprints on the long revenues. The variations are
best considered as a continuum of shades, complicated by changes in paper type. The
printing records are of little help and attempts to assign colours to different printings have
not been successful. .

Perforations
Prior to 1875 the long revenues all had the same perforation, 12.5,13. From their reissue in
1880 to their demise, about 1909, a very wide range of perforations are encountered in a
bewildering series of combinations. In studying these it is important to note that throughout
the period the lon~ revenues were perforated by single line machines. At no time did the
Government Printing Office have a comb machine capable of handling the long format
duty stamps. At different times four perforating machines were used, the gauge for these
was 10; 11; 11.5,12; and 12.5,13. [I share the view of Williams (1990, p.673) that values such
as 12.5,13 would be best given as 12.75 but I have retained the more cumbersome notation
as this is widely used in the literature on the NSW revenues]. These machines were used in
variety of combinations over the period 1880 to 1909. A full listing of known combinations,
in relation to the two styles of NSW watermark, is given in Osborn (1983). As an example
the 6d value is known With ten differing perforation combinations as well as an imperforate
error. The less used denominations exhibit a smaller range of perforations types, eg the 9/-
values is only known perforated 12.5,13.

Basset Hull et al (1911) provide a full description of the history and periods of use for the
several perforating machines available to the Government Printing Office. The 12.5,13
machine was purchased in the mid-1860s and Basset Hull et al (1911, p.182) quote from the
Government Printer who, on 20 September 20 1866,wrote:

... 'the Perforating Machine received from England ex 'Harvest Home' will only cut
twenty inches, whereas the order was for one to cut not less than twenty-four inches.
I particularly specified this also, as I was anxious to get a machine capable of
perforating the whole length of a sheet of stamps in one operation. This deviation
from the order is the more surprising, as the machine comes to hand with a supply
of Duty Stamp paper, each sheet of which is over twenty-two inches in length, and
will have to be cut into two before.it can be perforated'. .

The 12.5,13 machine ceased to be used for perforating postage stamps about 1881 but
continued in use with the long revenues for many more years.
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The combination of changed watermarks, colour variations, paper types and, above all, the
large number of perforation combinations provide a challenge for the dedicated philatelist.
The aim is to date the various changes and to attempt to relate them to differing printings.
Those interested in following this path should consult Basset Hull et al (1911), Fulcher
(1921) and Osborn (1983). As a collector who has attempted to date the various printings I
can only wish others who attempt this task the very best of luck!

TELEGRAPH STAMPS AND THE LONG REVENUES

In 1871, and again in 1885, proposals to use adhesive stamps for the prepayment of
telegrams were approved by the NSW Government. On both occasions the scheme was
withdrawn after a very short time. Both issues were based upon the design of the long
revenues. The issue of 1871was specifically labelled 'NSW Electric Telegraph' but the key
plates, for most of the values, were the same as used for some of the long revenue
denominations. The size, paper, watermark and perforations corresponded to those of the
pre-1875 revenues.

In 1885 the higher values of the long revenues were overprinted 'postage'. This is
misleading as they were clearly intended for use for the prepayment of telegrams.

Thus, it is logical to include a discussion of these two telegram issues with the long
revenues. For both issues Basset Hull et al (1911) and Hancock (1991) provide detailed
background information. This account draws heavily on those two accounts.

NSW Electric Telegram Stamps
E.G.C Cracknell, the Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs in NSW, suggested in his
Annual Report of 1867 that the State should follow the example of the Indian Government
and introduce stamps for the prepayment of telegrams. The proposal was taken up in 1870
and the NSW Telegraph Stamps were issued on 1 Feb. 1871. The key plates used for their
production were identical to those used for the long revenues. The sheet format was the
same, the printing was on the same type of paper with the same watermark as the long
revenues of the period. Further, the same perforating machine (12.5,13) was employed. As
with the long revenues the background design of the key plate is different for each
denomination.

The major difference was to the head plate which was designed by Mr. H.T.Glover of
Sydney. This showed the figure of Time and incorporated a zig zag flash of lightning,
symbolic of electric telegrams. It replaced the Queen's head which was used for the central
vignette for the long revenues. The illustration below, shows the original sketch and
impression of the etching submitted by Glover, it is taken from Bassett Hull et al (1922,
p.379).

The mystery with the telegraph stamps is why were they withdrawn after 'a trial of scarcely
a month'. Osborn et al (1983) give the period of issue from 1871-1893, this is clearly a
misprint. Hancock (1991, p.116) suggests that the '...stamps were probably withdrawn
because the 1857 NSW Electric Telegraph Act did not authorise the issue of telegraph
stamps'. No official explanation was given, the withdrawal was ignored in the Annual
Reports and Post Office Guides.

Hancock also gives details on the printing and issue dates together with numbers printed,
issued and destroyed and used for specimens and retained for record purposes. There were
two printings of each value, the first in December 1870 and the second in February 1871.
Their were eight values, from Id to 8/-. The numbers issued were small, ranging from
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16,750 for the 1d value to only 1,000 each of the 6/- and 8/- values. Of these, 100 of each
value was overprinted specimen. A measure of the rarity is that is probably easier to obtain
specimen overprints than mint stamps, used examples are even rarer. The majority would
have been affixed to prepayment telegram forms and subsequently destroyed. The used
copies are cancelled in ink with manuscript initials. .

r ..- I

•

,. .•

Original sketch of design for NSW telegraph stamps.

Robson Lowe (1962) refers to essays for the 6d, 1/-,2/-,5/- and 10/- values in the Tapling
Collection and also mentions a variety of the 8/-, perf. 10. It is almost certain that this was
produced at a later date when a perf. 10machine would have been available.

The postage overprints.
The use of stamps to prepay telegrams was taken up again in the mid-1880s by P.B.Walker,
Assistant Supermtendent of Telegraphs. The use of 'postage' stamps, to circumvent the
problems of the Electric Telegraph Act, was approved on 22 September 1885. The charges
for telegrams. were to be prepaid by stamps With the public required to affix them to the
message form '...just as they are required to affix them to letters'. The stamps were to be
sold by the staff who accepted the telegrams and to be cancelled with a post office date
stamp. The system of prepayment commenced on 1 October 1885.

The first problem to arise was noted in a communication from the Government Printer
dated 28 September 1885. He comments:

'Jsee by the newspapers, although no official communication has been made to me
on the subject, that the Government has decided to use Postage Stamps for the
prepayment of telegrams. As this will cause a very great increase in the printing and
preparation of Stamps, it will be necessary to increase the applicances'.

He goes onto to suggest the use of the long revenue plates '...which are very little used for
Duty Stamps purposes'. His proposal was accepted and the use of the 10/- and L1
overprinted 'postage' (to cover the words 'stamp duty') was approved on 14 October and
gazetted on the 23 November 1885. The Government Printer had however, also
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overprinted the 5/- value. this was because the plates for the old 5/ - coin postage stamp
would not stand the extra wear if the stamps were also used for telegrams. The use of the
5/- overprint was subsequently approved and gazetted on 22 December.

Examples of the telegraph stamps and the 'postage' overprints.

Despite all this activity the use of the stamps for the prepayment of telegrams was
abandoned on 1 April 1886. The official explanation was that' ...it was open to the serious
objection that it possessed absolutely no check on the collections of country Station-
masters'. Payment was again to be by cash. This system remained in force until 1893 when
prepayment by postage stamps was permitted. The 6d and 1/- stamped telegraph forms
became available the following year.
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BOOK REVIEWS

HONG KONG POSTAGE STAMPS OF THE QUEEN VICTORIA PERIOD:
A COLLECTOR'S NOTEBOOK, BY R.N.GUREVITCH.

I have a fascination for philatelic literature and therefore have a reasonable library and
scour other libraries and dealers auctions and price lists. This the first time I have come
across 'A Collectors Notebook' and I ask myself why, because this is an excellent way of
publishing ideas and hypothesis without the definitive need to be either right or mislead the
reader. Further it is a pleasure to own a book published by a member of the Philatelic
Society of Canberra.

In competition Philatelic Literature entries are judged on four criteria; Treatment of
Contents, Originality, significance and depth of research, Technical matters, and
Presentation. What better system than this for reviewing this book. In treatment of content
'Hong Kong Postage Stamps' scores significantly. The literary style is clear and
unambiguous, it is easy to understand the authors reasoning and share with him his ideas
and views. There is a skill in communication which has been used to advantage. Out of a
possible forty points, I would score it thirty three.

In terms of originality, significance, and depth of research I am equally impressed. While
not a student of Hong Kong philately, it is clear to me that this IS a useful and original
book. There is a reasonable literature on Hong Kong available including the famous Webb
book published in 1961 and a more recent book on the adhesives published by the Hong
Kong Study Circle in 1984. At the other end of the spectrum is the catalogue listing of
Gibbons. This notebook falls somewhere in between but much nearer the erudition end
than the catalogue end.

Each value of each issue is taken in turn, although the author opens his work with an
interesting discussion on the classification of stamp issues, and place of postal fiscals in the
normal sequence of definitive issues. I must say that the author's conclusions on this
question accord with my preference. What particularly impressed me were two things, the
presentation of the reasons for the issue and the clever classification of shades, watermarks,
plate varieties, and overprint varieties where applicable. In traditional philately at the
exhibition level one of the major requirements today is the story of the reason for the issue.
This book covers this subject admirably and anyone who wishes to exhibit Hong Kong
should use this book extensively in preparing an exhibit.

Depth of research is a difficult criterion to evaluate, but suffice to say the author has
consulted all the known publications and studied the auction catalogues. I was particularly
taken with the discussions regarding the 28 cent overprint with the different sloping italics
and the question of the second setting of the 1891 Jubilee overprint. In the case of the
former, from the evidence presented and using 'Occum's razor' which says the simplest
hypothesis is the correct one I am inclined to the view that the rare 28 cent overprint with
70 degree slope is a forgery, albeit perhaps a postal forgery: the author is too charitable to
say so. Once again his arguments about there being a second setting and how it was made
up seem cogent. He is exemplary in his fairness and statements that more study and
research needs to be done. Overall this is a comprehensive approach to the subject matter
and out of forty points I score it at thirty two. The author points out that the book does not
contain information on proofs, specimens and requisition numbers and perhaps they would
be useful additions if ever a second edition was forthcoming.
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Technical matters cover such aspects as title page, imprint, pagination, credits,
bibliography, index and use of illustrations. On the latter point the illustrations are superb.
Clear, large where necessary and well cross referenced. The author provides a bibliography
including a listing of important auctions and provides acknowledgements on the inside title
page. Because of the layout there is no need for an index but there is a most useful
appendix giving an issue listing and a catalogue concordance between Gibbons, Scott and
Yang and the authors own reference number. Out of the fifteen points available Iwould
give twelve.

The criterion 'Presentation' requires an evaluation of the effect of binding, typography, and
other production factors on the usability of the publication. Once again it scores highly but
the type of binding means that if you want to use information on early or late pages the
book will not stay open of its own accord. Very annoying if you are working with a large
amount of material laid out and are constantly wanting to see a particular page. If you fix
this problem then you break the back of the book. Score four out of five.

This gives a total of 81 points which rates it, just, at a large vermeil level. An excellent book
in anyone's judgement and an addition to a library which will pay for itself in the first
purchase you make of Hong Kong stamps. Buy one.

Available from the author, R.N.Gurevitch, 54, Hawker Street, Torrens, ACT 2607,
Australia a price of $39. The author has kindly presented a copy of the book to the
Society's library.

Edric Druce

HONG KONG POSTAL STATIONERY, BY HANS SCHOENFELD

This small 40-page book on Hong Kong Postal Stationery is more a specialised catalogue
with listings and pricing of all Hong Kong postal stationery to the end of 1991. Also
included are all Hong Kong stationery items overprinted for use in the British Post Offices
in China. As the author states in his introduction, ' ...for many decades postal stationery
belonged to the stepchildren of philately'. This listing is an attempt to put in order the facts,
dates and information published by varIOUSphilatelic journals, the Hong Kong Study Circle
and official authorities like the Hong Kong Postmaster General. There is much to
recommend this small book, not just to collectors of Hong Kong stationery, but to anyone
contemplating producing an up to date and priced listing of postal stationery for a British
Commonwealth country. The features I particularly liked were pricing of specimen
overprints as well as mmt and used; the use of ? when it really was not possible to put a
value on a rare item; and the appendix which cross references this listing with those of
Webb, Higgins and Gage, Yang and Kessler. However, the most impressive feature was the
flow chart used to simplify the (often minor) differences between the registered envelopes.
This is simple to use and has much to recommend its adoption for similar listings. My only
criticism would be that specimen overprints should have been illustrated since there are
usually a number of different types for anyone country.

I recommend this book to all collectors of Hong Kong and to all stationery collectors in the
hope that its simple layout may inspire other collectors to produce similar volumes for
other countries. The book is printed by Gg. Gehringer GmbH in Germany and is available
from James Bendon for six pounds sterling.

Darryl Fuller
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THE RYOHEI ISHIKAWA COLLECTION; UNITED STATES STAMPS AND COVERS
1847-1869. CHRISTIE'S NEW YORK, SEPTEMBER 29 AND 29,1993.

It is unusual to review an auction catalogue as a book but in this case the catalogue is
essential for all philatelic bibliophiles. I received this catalogue out of the blue (I only
subscribe to British Commonwealth sales) but it was a very pleasant surprise. This is one
auction catalogue that is destined to become a collectors' item in his own right. The
catalogue is a hard bound A4 book of some 372 pages containing descriptions of the 746
lots, with all lots illustrated in colour. Estimates range from $US30 to over $US750,000
with some twenty-five lots with estimates over $100,000. However, it is not the value of the
lots that is so impressive, it is that one collector managed to put together a collection of the
best stamps, pieces and postal history of the United States Classic Period. While some may
argue that all you need is a bottomless chequebook to put together a collection like this,
any true philatelist will appreciate that this is not the case. It takes dedication and effort to
chase the very best pieces, not just the front cover items but the best copies of the $50 -
$100 stamps in superb condition. Many items have not been seen at auction for many years
and some for over 80 years.

This collection received many major awards including a Grand Prix International at WIPA
'81, a Grand Prix National at AMERIPEX '86, a Grand Prix D'Honneur at CAPEX '87 and
was in the Court of Honour at Stamp EXPO '89. There are two forewords to the catalogue,
one from Raymond Weill of the famous Weill brothers and Rudy Wunderlich whom I do
not know. They are both highly complimentary of this sale, with many superlatives but I
must agree with them that this sale be will a landmark in American and indeed, world
philately.

At the time of writing I have not seen a list of prices realised but the sale was reported in a
short article in the Australian Financial Review that it realised $9.5 million (presumed to be
US$). Top price was $US715,000 (well over A$l million) for a combination cover with the
first issues of the USA and Canada. This sale was a truly great sale and far more important,
in my opinion, than the larger (and somewhat questionable) sales of the Boker collection of
German States held some years ago.

If you can locate a copy of this catalogue (it may be worth trying Christie's) I highly
recommend it to collectors of early US stamps, any philatelic bibliophile and to anyone
with an interest in philately. It will be a long time before you see another sale like this one,
if ever. The only equivalent collection, in terms of having virtually all the major items of a
country from the classsic period would be Rod Perry's Victoria (which was never in one
auction catalogue). Christie's are to be hi~hly commended for the quality of this catalogue
and for providing estimates for each lot, In contrast to the usual US practice of catalogue
values.

If any member is interested I would be happy to show them my copy of this work, it is
inspiring.

Darryl Fuller
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